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Abstract  This paper describes two methods that are used with ADSL modems to provide ”dial–up” type
of connections. In the first section a brief introduction is given into PPP protocol operation. Next two rather
new PPP encapsulation methods are explained. Finally the configurations in which these encapsulations are
applied are examined in detail and their most prominent differences are highlighted. Note, the intention of
this paper is certainly not to make a detailed comparison between PPPoA and PPPoE.

1  INTRODUCTION

Initial ADSL service deployment was almost exclusively based on stand–alone ADSL modems. The 10
Mbit/s IEEE802.3 [ 7 ] / Ethernet V2.0 [ 9 ] interface offered towards local devices is a perfect match in terms
of maximum ADSL downstream bandwidth. Additionally both single users as well as workgroups can be con-
nected because of Ethernet’s natural  support for networking. Frame filtering & forwarding relies upon IEEE
802.1D Transparent Bridging [ 8 ].

Although basic ADSL service continues to be offered in a Bridged/”Always–On” configuration, the model is
rapidly evolving to a PPP/”Dial–Up” based service. The ADSL forum document [TR–012] outlines a single
method for encapsulation of PPP over ATM, known as PPPoA.

In reality, however, two methods are being deployed: PPPoA and PPPoE.

This paper explains an important facet of the two methods that becomes apparent because of the configura-
tions in which they are used:

• IP user  multiplexing in a single PPP/PPPoA session  by means of IP Routing

• PPPoE session  multiplexing via Ethernet’s MAC layer multiplexing capabilities.

Both methods are supported in Alcatel’s Speed Touch ADSL modems, in addition to PPPoA–to–PPTP
Relaying.
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2  PPP PROTOCOL OPERATION

The PPP protocol is in fact a family of closely related protocols described in a multitude of RFC’s.
[RFC1661] is the most important as it defines the essential characteristics of PPP i.e. :

• the PPP frame format

• the PPP link state machine

• the LCP/NCP option negotiation state machine.

PPP operation is best explained via a possible real life example: a multiprotocol Bridge/Router with a PPP
”front–end” (see Figure 1. ).

In the example, the Bridge/Router has an Ethernet interface attached to a LAN and a wide area  interface
(e.g. ATM/ADSL) connected to a public or private wide area network. The WAN interface relies on PPP’s
capabilities for functions like link establishment, encapsulation, user identification & authentication, encryp-
tion, link quality monitoring and so on. In between the two interfaces a forwarding engine takes care of filtering
& forwarding of frames or packets.
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Figure 1. is explained from right to left but is equally valid in the reverse direction. In the example it is
assumed that a PPP session is established and PPP packets are flowing through the Bridge/Router.

Medium Encapsulation/Decapsulation (1)

At (1)  PPP packets arriving from the ”physical” connection are decapsulated according to the method
applicable for the particular medium. After medium decapsulation, the PPP packets are subjected to
a demultiplexing step.

PPP Multiplexing/Demultiplexing (2)

In (2) the global PPP stream is unbundled and fed into individual PPP processing blocks. Demultiplex-
ing is based on the PPP Protocol ID which can be either one or two octets (compressed / uncompressed
ID). PPP–ID encoding is performed according to [ISO 3309] rules and a unique ID value per carried
protocol is defined.

PROTOCOL  ID
1/2 octets

PPP Payload e.g. IP PADDING

Figure 2. Generic PPP Frame format.

A few common PPP–ID’s are listed below and an extensive list can be found in [Assigned Numbers]:

• LCP C021

• IP 0021
• IPCP 8021

• IPX 002B
• IPXCP 802B

• PAP Authentication C023
• CHAP Authentication C223  etc...

In the next sections it will become clear that the global PPP flow is split in a control flow and a data flow.

PPP State Machine (3)

PPP is a connection oriented peer–to–peer protocol implying that state has to be maintained. In other
words, local and remote PPP state machines  must be synchronized. This function is symbolized by
(3) : an entity representing the local PPP state machine that is kept in sync with its remote peer by
exchanging LCP packets over the connection.

If the state machine detects loss of sync., the connection is immediately shut down preventing uncon-
trolled transfer of data.

PPP Interfaces (4)

Conceptually, processing of PPP data frames is performed by PPP interfaces. Multiple dedicated PPP
interfaces can coexist in a multiprotocol communications device, each processing a specific PPP pay-
load type. e.g. A PPP–IP interface or a PPP–bridged interface.
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Similar as in (3), the global PPP–IP flow is split into a PPP–IP control flow and a PPP–IP data flow.
The control flow (PPP–ID C021) sourced or sinked by the PPP–IP state machine negotiates for exam-
ple IP addresses and IP header compression. The dataflow indicated with PPP–ID 0021 is subjected
to a decapsulation step resulting in raw IP packets delivered to the forwarding engine.

Packet/Frame Processing (5)

In (5), IP packets, IPX packets or MAC frames sourced by their respective PPP interfaces are further
processed e.g., IP header validation, defragmentation, FCS calculation. Next, packets are subjected
to the appropriate filtering & forwarding steps, that is, routing or bridging. Finally packets or frames are
MAC encapsulated and delivered to the local LAN.

This concludes a brief introduction in basic PPP protocol operation in the context of a multiprotocol
Bridge/Router.

Because of its flexibility and popularity, the PPP protocol suite is continuously extended. e.g. PPP is encap-
sulated and transported over ever more media. For ADSL two encapsulations are of mayor importance: PPP
over AAL5 (PPPoA) and PPP over Ethernet (PPPoE). Both encapsulations are investigated in more detail
below.
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3  PPPOA

PPPoA, defined in [RFC2364], stipulates how to encapsulate PPP PDU’s (Protocol Data Units) in [AAL5].
Referring to Figure 1. , the PPPoA functionality is located in (1). PPP PDU’s are encapsulated in AAL5 PDU’s
which are segmented in or reassembled from ATM cells and sent to the ADSL line.

The whole process is illustrated in the drawing below.

PROTOCOL ID
1/2 octets

PPP PAYLOAD PADDING

PADDING CPCS–PDU TRAILERCPCS–PDU PAYLOAD (= CPCS–SDU)

CPCS–UU CPI Length CRC
4211

0..471 .. 65 535

SAR–PDU

SAR–PDU

SAR–PDU

SAR–PDU

ATM–SDU

ATM–SDU

ATM–PDU

PPP

CPCS

SAR

ATM

AUU parameter=0

AUU parameter=1

AAL5

Figure 3. PPP encapsulation in ATM/AAL5 (VC_Mux).

RFC2364 closely resembles [RFC1483], in the sense that two methods of encapsulation are defined: the
LLC method (LLC/SNAP or LLC/NLPID) and the VC–MUX method. The latter method seems to emerge as
the default encapsulation for PPPoA, probably due to historical reasons.

From the discussion in §2 it has become clear that PPP frames have no addressing capabilities. There was
no need for, because first of all, PPP is a link layer protocol and secondly and more importantly it was con-
ceived to run on point–to–point connections.

ATM does not deviate from this paradigm as multipoint ATM connections are excluded from RFC2364. In
addition, AAL5 has no immediate multiplexing capabilities like, for example, AAL3/4. Consequently there is
a one–to–one mapping of PPP PDU’s in AAL5 PDU’s.

At (2), the PPP frame Mux/Demux is able to discriminate between for example LCP, IPCP and PPP encapsu-
lated IP or IPX packets to name a few. However it cannot distinguish between packets of two PPP sessions
 should these have been multiplexed by accident on a single connection.
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If multiple users on the LAN would like to share the WAN link, either multiple PPP sessions and consequently
multiple physical or logical connections (e.g. ATM virtual channels) are required. Another possibility is to mul-
tiplex multiple users in a single PPP session / single physical or logical connection via other mechanisms
(see section 5).

4  PPPOE

PPPoE is defined in [RFC2516] and is a method to transport PPP packets over Ethernet segments. Although
Ethernet and PPP have been around for quite some time, only recently encapsulation of PPP in Ethernet
has been defined. Probably because both Ethernet and PPP provide similar services towards the upper
layer, that is transport of Layer 3 PDU’s. However they have opposing  lower layer requirements: PPP is
conceived for point–to–point media and Ethernet is a shared medium.

PPP in Ethernet encapsulation is fairly simple in the sense that it applies the Ethernet V2.0 style of encap-
sulation.

EthTypeDest. MAC SourceMAC PPPoE PDU MAC_FCSMAC Padd

PPPoE Header PPP PDU

max 1500 octets

PPPoE PDU

PROTOCOL ID
2 octets

PPP PAYLOAD e.g. IP PADDINGPPP PDU

max 1492 octets

6 octets

Figure 4. PPP/PPPoE Frame Format.

Two Ethertypes have been registered for PPPoE: 0x8863 indicating PPPoE ”control” packets and 0x8864
indicating encapsulated PPP packets.

An important restriction is that the total size of the encapsulated PPP packets may not be larger than 1494
octets in order to fit in a maximum sized Ethernet V2.0 frame.

N.B. 1492 Octets is the maximum number of octets in the PPP payload and Padding fields.
1492 Octets PPP payload & PPP Padding + 2 octets PPP–ID + 6 octets PPPoE header yield a
maximum Ethernet V2.0 payload of 1500 octets.
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5  PPPOA, PPPOE AND EXTERNAL ADSL MODEMS

To support multiple simultaneous users in a ”dial–up” configuration, Alcatel ADSL modems provide the fol-
lowing mechanisms:

• PPPoA–to–PPTP Relaying, requiring an ATM virtual channel per LAN user. This method will not
be discussed in this paper as it is already covered in other Alcatel publications

• PPPoE session multiplexing by Ethernet and LAN extension via bridging

• PPP Termination / PPPoA encapsulation and IP Routing.

5.1  PPP Termination / PPPoA encapsulation and IP Routing.

This method multiplexes ”IP users” in a single PPP session / ATM virtual channel via IP routing. i.e. All IP
packets arriving from the LAN are forwarded by the IP Router to the PPP interface where they are subse-
quently PPP/PPPoA encapsulated. Except for PPP in ATM encapsulation, this configuration follows exactly
the model explained in section 2.

Alcatel ADSL Routers support multiple simultaneous PPP/PPPoA sessions  to multiple unrelated des-
tinations. In theory up to 12 sessions can be established but for practical reasons, e.g. to achieve a reason-
able throughput per connection, the end–user might prefer less. In the drawing below this configuration is
shown with two PPP interfaces.
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Performing Network Address Translation and integrating a DHCP server for the LAN side results in a plug
and play configuration. If NAT and DHCP are not supported on the ADSL Router, public IP addresses must
be manually configured for Internet access.

5.2  PPPoE session multiplexing by Ethernet and LAN extending via bridging.

 Although part of the PPPoE RFC is about encapsulating, the end–to–end configuration in which it is actually
used is completely different from Figure 1. 

A popular application scenario is outlined below (Figure 6. ): PPPoE clients residing on PC’s exchange
PPPoE packets with PPPoE servers through an IEEE 802.1D Transparent Bridge.

Eth Itf

As a Bridge extends the reach of
a LAN, PPP/PPPoE sessions
remain multiplexed on a VCC.

MAC Frames

IP User 1

IP user 2
PPP Peer 2

PPP Peer 1
MAC packet user 2

PPPoE Client 1

MAC packet user1

IEEE 802.1D
Transparent
Bridge MAC user2 MAC User 1

PPPoE Client 2

PPP/PPPoE session multiplexing
takes  place at   the shared Ether-
net medium (in time domain).

ADSL Bridge/Router

RFC1483
Bridged PDU
encap/decap

3
2

4

1

Figure 6. PPPoE & Bridging

PPPoE Client (1)

Because Ethernet is connectionless technology PPPoE defines a mechanism to mimic connections.
i.e. PPPoE is a client/server protocol: via initial broadcasts, PPPoE clients installed on end–systems,
establish PPP/PPPoE sessions with possibly multiple PPPoE servers residing on the same LAN.

In the context of ADSL, the same LAN actually means a bridged LAN  of which one leg of the bridge
is ATM/ADSL technology.

Ethernet (2)

Besides MAC frame layout, CSMA/CD access procedures and a variety of physical media to transport
LAN data, the Ethernet V2.0 and IEEE 802.3 Standards implicitly define frameworks for networking at
the link layer and physical layer.
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Basically, the well known shared medium of Ethernet is a bus system on which each station can transmit
and receive at will as long it complies to the CSMA/CD access procedures. As the medium is a common
bus, each node must have a unique identifier being a MAC address. All attached nodes read and inter-
pret the destination MAC address of frames traveling over the bus. In case of a match with their own
address, the frame will be further processed; if not the frame is silently discarded. The CSMA/CD
access mechanism can also be interpreted as a time multiplexing scheme: messages are time–inter-
leaved on the bus.

IEEE 802.1D Transparent Bridge (3)

Bridges are layer 2 devices (OSI reference model) extending the physical reach of LAN’s while provid-
ing isolation between collision domains. As indicated by the term ”Transparent Bridge”, this type of
bridge is transparent for the end–systems on the LAN.  In other words, packets are addressed to the
final destinations which are most likely beyond the bridge. By accepting any packet arriving on any of
its ports, the bridge remains invisible.

N.B. At least one port of the bridge is connected to a wide area network via ATM/ADSL technology.

In the context of PPPoE, Ethernet provides for the multiplexing of PPP/PPPoE sessions on the LAN
medium. The Transparent Bridge together with RFC 1483 Bridged PDU encapsulation in AAL5/ATM
and mapping on ADSL provide for wide area transport.
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Medium encapsulation (4)

As soon as a MAC frame has crossed the bridge, it must be properly encapsulated prior to transmission
on the ADSL link. For MAC frames the de–facto encapsulation method is RFC1483 LLC/SNAP for
Bridged PDU’s. This method prepends the frame with a 10 octet LLC/SNAP header.

PADDING CPCS–PDU TRAILERCPCS–PDU PAYLOAD (= CPCS–SDU)

CPCS–UU CPI Length CRC
4211

0..471 .. 65 535

SAR–PDU

SAR–PDU

SAR–PDU

SAR–PDU

ATM–SDU

ATM–SDU

ATM–PDU

CPCS

SAR

ATM

AUU parameter=0

AUU parameter=1

LLC/SNAP

EthTypeDest. MAC SourceMAC MAC Payload e.g. PPPoE MAC Padd

Padd

FCS

Ethernet V2.0

LLC/SNAP

AAL5

Figure 7. RFC 1483 LLC/SNAP Encapsulation of Bridged Frames (Ethernet V2.0).

6  CONCLUSION

Both methods i.e., IP User multiplexing via IP routing / PPP termination / PPPoA encapsulation and Multi-
plexing PPPoE frames via Ethernet in combination with bridging to a virtual connection, have their relative
merits.

PPPoE session multiplexing and bridging have inherent simplicity however require a public IP address per
PC. Additionally individual PC’s are exposed to threats of the Internet. This solution might be appealing to
ISP’s as it allows for individual billing of users.
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IP user multiplexing and PPP termination in the ADSL modem combined with NAT allow to share public IP
addresses among machines on the LAN. This solution trades complexity for security as NAT shields local
users from the Internet. Additionally NAT can be easily extended towards firewalling yielding a maximum on
protection.
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APPENDIX B : ABBREVIATIONS & CLARIFICATION OF TERMS

AAL5 ATM Adaptation Layer 5
ADSL Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode

CHAP Challenge Handshake Protocol
CSMA/CD Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detect

PAP Password Authentication Protocol
PDU Protocol Data Unit
PPP Point to Point Protocol
PPPoA PPP over ATM
PPPoE PPP over Ethernet
PPTP Point to Point Tunneling Protocol

IP Internet Protocol
IPCP Internet Control Protocol
IPX Internet Packet Exchange
IPXCP Internet Packet Exchange Control Protocol

LAN Local Area Network
LCP Link Control Protocol
LLC Logical Link Control

MAC Medium Access Control
NCP Network Control Protocol

SNAP SubNetwork Access Protocol
WAN Wide Area Network
RFC Request For Comments


